
Granibeach
COMPACT SIZE, HIGH PERFORMANCE



GraniBeach
The compact Slush 
machine for all 
business
The perfect slush machine for any type of 
business where the symplicity, durability 
and professional performance is the most 
important thing.

Where classic shapes meets reliable 
performance. Granibeach is our tra-
ditional Slush machine intended for 
everyday use. 

Ideal for all who want to enjoy pre-
paring delicious slush, cold drinks, 
sherbets, cocktails and more with an 
extraordinary quality / price ratio.

For users who need relia-
ble slush solutions at 
Budget-Friendly prices

HOT WATER



Long Lasting
Superior performance for the true slush 
masters. The stainless steel panels means 
high performance with maximum durability.

Professional Performance
This unit utilizes a continuous mix system to 
ensure product freshness. Features a non-
drip dispensing tap to ensure clean and sa-
nitary conditions.

Easy-to-Use Controls
First simply flip the mixer switch to start the 
motor, then flip the cooling switch: UP to 
slush production or DOWN to save electri-
city during off hours.

Lighted Top Covers
Highlight your slush thanks to the LED li-
ghtened cover. Draw clients attention to 
enhance impulse buying. The cover has a 
customizable large area.

Slush Consistency
By just turning the rear part. Turn coun-
ter-clockwise to higher density slush or turn 
clockwise to lower density slush.

Easy Cleaning
Bowl and tap easily removable without the 
aid of any tool for quick cleaning and total 
hygiene.

Digital Display
That it indicates the temperature of the be-
verages of each bowl. The display also war-
ns about the possible faults in each bowl.

Not Only 
Slush
Can also be 
used to dispense: Cold Drinks SorbetFrozen Cocktail



MODEL GB-1 GB-2 GB-3

Bowl Capacity 10 L 10 L 10 L

Nº of Bowls 1 2 3

Net Weight 28 Kg 48 Kg 60 Kg

Voltage 115V/60Hz 115V/60Hz 115V/60Hz

Power 315 W 684 W 947 W

Amp 4.5 9.6 14

Production Hot Beverages: Slush, Cold drinks, Sorbet, Frozen Cocktail.

Works With Concentrate + Water, Alcohol Based Mixes, Dairy Based Mixes and Fruit Based Mixes
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